Cloud4health – On effective ways to deal with sensitive patient data in a secure Cloud environment
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Abstract: The cloud4health project researches secondary analysis of clinical patient data, such as surgery- and discharge-reports in a secure and trusted Cloud infrastructure. Given the data’s sensitive nature, a main emphasis rests on guaranteeing its confidentiality during the course of the analysis. The paper outlines infrastructure developments of the first year of the cloud4health project and highlights requirements towards a secure Cloud environment. The first solution architecture is sketched and the lifecycle of data processing is presented.

1 Introduction

During the course of a patient’s treatment in clinics, several documents emerge along the way; from initial diagnostics to surgery- and discharge reports. Partly, this documentation consists of unstructured information, i.e. free text, whose style and semantic clearness varies widely between the respective responsible doctors. Utilizing such patient data for so-called secondary usage scenarios, e.g. for retrospective studies on drugs’ side effects or effectiveness of certain surgery methods, exhibits a great potential but requires sophisticated text mining tools. Depending on the size of the study, respectively the number of relevant documents, increasing requirements towards processing power and memory cannot be met by single clinic infrastructures. Utilizing Cloud computing resources for these scenarios offers a promising approach but guaranteeing the patient data’s confidentiality throughout the whole lifecycle of data processing represents a challenging task.

1.1 The cloud4health project

The cloud4health (c4h) project is funded by the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology in the funding program “Trusted Cloud” (FKZ 01MD11009) and researches secure and trusted secondary use of clinical patient data in a Cloud infrastructure. The project demonstrates practical relevance by concentrating on real-
world use cases. For example, cloud4health analyzes narrative surgery reports in implantations to extract information about the type of prosthesis and the kind of operation technique. Thus, it allows statistical analysis on the effectiveness and durability of implants.

To support such secondary usage scenarios, the project develops several Cloud services. The main service – the text mining - applies Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques for analyzing clinical patient data, more specifically the contained free text. This service utilizes study-specific medical terminologies provided by a terminology management service. Analyzed - i.e. semantically annotated - patient data can be further processed through data mining services. All these Cloud services can be offered and used as Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). Depending on the considered secondary usage scenarios or specific clinic requirements, different deployment scenarios are envisaged and supported.

In this context, the project furthermore proposes three solution architectures. In the first solution, patient data is pre-processed and anonymized before it is sent to the text mining services. This pre-processing step removes personal-identifiable attributes from the patient data, thereby transforming it into so-called de facto anonymized data. The second solution applies clinic-internal pseudonymization which allows tracing patient’s documents after the analysis in the Cloud. The third solution enables across-clinics pseudonymization, essentially connecting all documents of one patient with each other. Cloud4health implemented the first solution in a prototypical architecture. Figure 1 shows an overview of this implementation and sketches its three central building blocks: the hospital infrastructure, the text mining Cloud and the study portal. A more detailed description of the individual components is found in section 3.

Figure 1 - cloud4health (c4h) architecture
1.2 Related Work

There are several projects in the area of secondary use of clinical data, some of them making use of NLP techniques [Ch11], [Ca11], [CPS11]. Some undertakings are focused on specific use cases [We09]; others support a wide range of potential research scenarios [Eh13]. Secondary use of clinical data within the German regulatory framework is researched by [BFG13]; special focus on privacy enhancing tools is laid by [Ga11].

In the area of collaborative use and management of Electronic Health Records (EHR) initiatives such as [EFA13] try to facilitate patient treatment across clinics, while [Hu12] concentrates on underlying security aspects of such processes. A clinical data management system with a strong emphasis on data protection and security measures is sketched in [De12]. Challenges introduced by legal and ethical aspects - especially in multinational clinical data management – are discussed in [Ra10].

Projects such as [Ci13] and [Tr13] research secure ecosystems for use cases within the health sector. Other undertakings concentrate on fundamental principles of securing clinical data in Cloud usage scenarios [Ne11], [Li13]. To secure clinical patient data before delivering them to secondary analysis workflows in external infrastructures, one approach is to pre-process and remove patient identifying information [Po12]. Potential re-identification risk of such pre-processed data is researched by [Da12].

On the one hand, most of the aforementioned projects don’t apply to the German data protection framework, including its diverse regional regulations and hospital laws. On the other hand, some of the initiatives focus on German regulations, but don’t incorporate challenges that arise through the use of Cloud computing. Security measures are often only applied for a specific use case or only fit to a certain part of the whole ecosystem, including clinic infrastructures, public transport networks and clinic-external Cloud infrastructures. Summing up, there is no integrated solution for a secure and trusted secondary use of clinical data in Cloud infrastructures that is explicitly focused on the German regulatory framework and includes all relevant players – clinics, data protection officers, legal experts and Cloud providers. Cloud4health approaches to close this gap.

2 Secure Cloud environment

The compute- and memory-intensive processing of patient – i.e. the text mining - is handled by a Cloud testbed infrastructure provided by the Fraunhofer institute SCAI. This testbed is used by the partners and clinics within cloud4health and thus represents a community Cloud. It constitutes a potential deployment model for the Cloud services and can furthermore serve as a best practice implementation for processing patient data in a Cloud in a secure and trustworthy manner. Given the sensitive nature of patient data, the Cloud provider should meet high security requirements regarding the data’s confidentiality. As clinics are the essential data providers and users of the Cloud services, security measures not only have to be aligned to applicable data protection regulations, such as the BDSG (German Federal Data Protection Act) or the diverse
LDSGs (Regional Data Protection Acts), but also to hospital laws and clinics’ specific regulations and guidelines for data processing in external infrastructures. On that basis and in close cooperation with the clinics and legal experts within cloud4health, fundamental requirements for secure and trusted patient data processing in an external Cloud have been gathered. These aspects – outlined in section 2.1 – are incorporated into the current operated testbed infrastructure.

2.1 Fundamental security requirements

Only in case of personal data the aforementioned legislative regulations – e.g. BDSG and LDSG - apply. But under certain conditions, also non-personal and de facto anonymized data can become personal data again, e.g. through inside knowledge (keyword: k-anonymity). Thus, the Cloud provider should implement appropriate security measures in order to protect the data’s confidentiality and thereby reducing the risk of data re-identification.

As a first step, the Cloud provider should perform a detailed risk analysis of the respective infrastructure and its components. This analysis should specify and examine diverse worst-case scenarios regarding breaches of data confidentiality and has to group the infrastructure components into different categories related to their protection needs. Based on this classification, the provider can implement technical security measures accordingly. Guidelines from the working groups of the German federal data protection officers [Ar11], [Ar12], the procedures from the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) [Bu11], [Bu13a], [Bu13b] or the recommendations from the European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) [En09] are advised to be followed. In the course of the analysis, it is beneficial to directly construct an information security management system, e.g. by following the BSI standard 100-2 [Bu08], which is closely related to the well-known ISO standards 27001 [Is05a] and 27002 [Is05b].

Furthermore, the concrete purpose of data processing not only has to be explicitly defined but also maintained appropriately. Thus, security measures must guarantee that personal patient data won’t be used for any other purpose than the predetermined one. Therefore, unauthorized users – respectively their processes - mustn’t access other users’ data; multi-tenancy has to be supported and separation of data processing has to be ensured on all levels during the complete lifecycle of data handling - from transfer to storage over processing to deletion. Ideally, personal patient data should not be stored in the Cloud infrastructure at all. At least, it should be deleted after a reasonable or agreed upon period of time. Furthermore, an incident response process is required, preferably integrated in the aforementioned overarching concept for security management. Finally, the user of the Cloud infrastructure has to be able to check and verify the security measures, e.g. through a certification executed by trusted third party experts. Even though there are standards for self-assessment and self-certification, an independent verification of security measures is always preferred.
2.2 Technical security measures in the Cloud

The project performed an in-depth risk analysis of all components of the Cloud testbed following above-mentioned state-of-the-art techniques [Ar11], [Ar12], [Bu11], [Bu13a], [Bu13b], and [En09]. This analysis was oriented at the procedures as described by the BSI in its standard “100-2: IT-Grundschutz-Vorgehensweise”. Given its broad view on potential risks and accompanied suggestions for mitigating measures, data confidentiality is ensured throughout the whole workflow of data processing in the Cloud.

The following list shows an excerpt of the fundamental security measures applied in the Cloud testbed:

- **Secure data transfer over public networks:** Confidentiality of the data transfer from the clinic to the virtual machines hosting the text mining services is guaranteed by encryption (through OpenVPN, [Op13]). The selection of cipher suites and the definition of key lengths closely follow the respective BSI guidelines [Bu13a], [Bu13b].

- **Exclusive text mining services for each user:** The virtual machines hosting the text mining services are directly initialized by the user. Only he maintains control over the virtual machine, other users aren’t authorized to access any of the contained services. Exclusive allocation of Cloud nodes is supported as well to further strengthen the separation of different Cloud users.

- **Limited lifetime of virtual machines:** Virtual machines are immediately terminated once the data processing has finished. Thus, patient data only resides in the Cloud as long as it is needed for the respective text mining processes.

- **No persistence of personal patient data:** All data generated during the document processing, such as log files and temporary files, is discarded during the shutdown of the respective virtual machine. No patient data or any data related to the input documents is stored in the image of the virtual machine or anywhere else in the Cloud infrastructure, e.g. in an object storage or a shared file system.

- **Secure virtual machine image storage:** The basic images for the virtual machines are kept in a secure central storage. Once an image is requested for start-up, it is copied to the respective execution node via an encrypted channel (SCP). Depending on the users’ preferences, encryption techniques and key lengths can be adjusted accordingly. The basic images serve as templates and don’t contain any sensitive patient data or other information related to the respective user.
Separation of Cloud-internal communication:
The text mining service is distributed and scalable: multiple virtual machines containing the text mining services can be started, the services themselves support multithreading. Thus, patient data processing can potentially be spread over multiple Cloud nodes. The required communication between those nodes, respectively the virtual machines, is supported by dynamically set-up VLANs. Each user gets its own VLAN, which maintains a separation of the Cloud-internal data transfer.

With these security measures integrated in the overarching security concept, cloud4health addresses the requirements and challenges gathered in section 2.1. Even though the Cloud testbed hasn’t been certified yet, the carried out steps support the preparation for certification processes based on e.g. EuroPriSe [Un11] or [Bu08].

3 Life cycle of data processing

Patient data processing starts within the clinic’s infrastructure (see overview in Figure 1). Data from clinic-internal systems such as hospital information systems or data warehouses is extracted and harmonized. Subsequently, this patient data is anonymized. This step includes the replacement of certain identifying attributes, such as names, dates of birth and post codes in unstructured text as well as in the document’s meta-data. Pre-processed documents are then stored in a so-called transfer database. The transfer database enables clinical data protection officers or another personal to control and verify the data set that is intended for analysis in the Cloud. All these abovementioned steps – extraction, harmonization, anonymization and storing - are integrated into an ETL workflow (Extract, Transform, Load). A more detailed description of this workflow can be found in [Gr13].

Figure 2 shows the sequence of data processing in the Cloud. The clinic’s gateway to the Cloud is embodied by a component that maintains an encrypted connection to the text mining services in the Cloud. As well, this gateway temporarily assigns random IDs to the documents before sending them to the text mining services. Thus, documents inside the Cloud cannot be traced back to the underlying patient. Before the data processing can be started, the Cloud gateway initializes and configures the required virtual machines and their integrated text mining services via a Cloud management interface. The initialization is controllable by parameters such as the number of documents or the document type, resulting in an adjusted number of started virtual machines or different text mining services. Within the Cloud, documents are processed and annotated based on study-specific terminologies. For example, documents within a hip surgery follow-up study would be searched for occurrences of types of hip joint prostheses, applied surgery methods or other medical terminology e.g. describing the initial bone structure of the patient. These terminologies are dynamically provided by the terminology management service.
Once all documents have been processed, annotated and transferred back to the hospital, the Cloud gateway terminates all virtual machines. No temporal or any other patient-related data is persisted in the Cloud. Before the processed documents are uploaded to the study portal for further data mining and study-specific processes, the data’s confidentiality can be further improved by computing k-anonymous subsets of the input documents.

Figure 2 - Sequence of data processing in the Cloud

4 Conclusion and future work

The cloud4health project successfully implemented a prototype of the first solution architecture in March 2013. Based on this initial architecture, further use-cases will be realized. The initialization procedure is extended to support dynamic up- and down-scaling of virtual machines during runtime. Load tests with hundreds of thousands of patient documents will be used to benchmark this solution. With the integrated approach and the first prototypical architecture, cloud4health demonstrated the feasibility of processing sensitive patient data in a Cloud in a secure and trusted manner. Data protection and security concepts have been composed in close cooperation with clinical data protection officers and legal experts and thus serve as best practices for similar projects.
The project cloud4health is funded by the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology in the funding program “Trusted Cloud” (FKZ 01MD11009).
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